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ABSTRACT
We revisit the relation between the stellar surface density, the gas surface density, and the gas-phase
metallicity of typical disk galaxies in the local Universe with the SDSS-IV/MaNGA survey, using the
star formation rate surface density as an indicator for the gas surface density. We show that these
three local parameters form a tight relationship, confirming previous works (e.g., by the PINGS and
CALIFA surveys), but with a larger sample. We present a new local leaky-box model, assuming
star formation history and chemical evolution is localized except for outflowing materials. We derive
closed-form solutions for the evolution of stellar surface density, gas surface density and gas-phase
metallicity, and show that these parameters form a tight relation independent of initial gas density
and time. We show that, with canonical values of model parameters, this predicted relation match the
observed one well. In addition, we briefly describe a pathway to improving the current semi-analytic
models of galaxy formation by incorporating the local leaky-box model in the cosmological context,
which can potentially explain simultaneously multiple properties of Milky Way-type disk galaxies,
such as the size growth and the global stellar mass-gas metallicity relation.
Subject headings: galaxies – evolution: galaxies – spiral: galaxies – star formation: galaxies – abun-
dances
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, a standard cosmological
model of structure formation emerged in a series of ma-
jor observational and theoretical advances (e.g., White &
Rees 1978). However, most of these studies have largely
focused on the global properties of galaxies (e.g., Kauff-
mann et al. 1993; Springel et al. 2005; Somerville & Dave´
2015).
Recent integral-field-unit (IFU) spectroscopic surveys
from the ground (e.g., Bacon et al. 2001; Rosales-
Ortega et al. 2010; Sa´nchez et al. 2012), high-spatial
resolution deep imaging surveys with the Hubble Space
Telescope (e.g., Scoville et al. 2007; Koekemoer et al.
2011), and high-resolution hydrodynamical simulations
(e.g., Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Hopkins et al. 2014) have
shifted the focus of the investigations of galaxy forma-
tion to small-scale astrophysics and to the relationships
between local and global properties of galaxies. In par-
ticular, the MaNGA survey (Bundy et al. 2015) in SDSS-
IV (Blanton et al. 2017) is obtaining IFU spectroscopy
for about 10, 000 nearby galaxies and will provide the
largest sample of galaxies with kpc-scale resolved opti-
cal spectroscopy, enabling systematic investigations of
local properties and also their correlations with global
parameters. In this paper, using the MaNGA data ob-
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tained in the first two years, we investigate the relation
between the stellar surface density (Σ∗), gas surface den-
sity (Σgas), and gas-phase metallicity (Z) in typical disk
galaxies, using the star formation rate (SFR) surface den-
sity (ΣSFR) as a proxy for Σgas. In particular, we show
that a simple leaky-box model can explain well the ob-
served relation between these parameters and propose a
new way of thinking about disk galaxy formation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 and 3, we describe the data we use and the ob-
served relation. We present the local leaky-box model
in Section 4. In Section 5, we outline a global semi-
analytic model for disk galaxy formation. We summa-
rize our results in Section 6. When necessary, we assume
the ΛCDM cosmogony, with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3, and
H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
2. DATA
The SDSS-IV/MaNGA IFU survey uses the BOSS
spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013) on the 2.5-m SDSS
telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) at the Apache Point Ob-
servatory. Detailed description of the MaNGA surveys
are available in Bundy et al. (2015, overview), Drory et
al. (2015, instrumentation), Law et al. (2015, 2016, ob-
servation, data reduction), and Yan et al. (2016a,b, cali-
bration, survey design). We use the fourth internal data
release of the MaNGA survey (MPL-4), which includes
1390 galaxies observed as of June 2015.
For our purposes, we are interested in typical disk
galaxies and we select our sample and use the same
data as we did in Barrera-Ballesteros et al. (2016).
We select 653 disk galaxies spanning stellar masses be-
tween 108.5 M and 1011 M. The data cubes include
about 507, 000 star-forming spaxels with spatial resolu-
tion ranging from ∼ 1.5 kpc to ∼ 2.5 kpc. For the pa-
rameter measurements, we use the estimates from the
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Fig. 1.— Left : The observed Σ∗−Z relation of star-forming regions in typical disk galaxies. The contours enclose 90% of the subsamples
with highest (blue), intermediate (green) and lowest (red) SFR surface density. Right : The observed Σ∗ − ΣSFR − Z relation (gray scale,
Eq. 10), assuming R = 0.3,  = 0.0004, k = 2.2, and η = 1. The dashed line shows the relation with the best-fit yield y = 0.003. The
errorbars show the typical measurement uncertainties, 0.06 dex for metallicity and 0.15 dex for stellar and SFR surface density.
PIPE3D pipeline (Sa´nchez et al. 2016). PIPE3D esti-
mated the stellar mass at a given spaxel by fitting the un-
derlying stellar continuum with spectral templates taken
from MIUSCAT SSP library (Vazdekis et al. 2012), as-
suming a Salpeter (1955) IMF. The pipeline also took
into account of dust attention (Calzetti 2001). We esti-
mated SFR using the dust attenuation-corrected flux of
Hα. We have also corrected the surface densities for the
inclination effect (see Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2016).
For gas-phase metallicity, we use the O3N2 indicator
based on the [O III]λ5008 and [N II]λ6584 ratio (e.g.,
Marino et al. 2013). For more details regarding the data
and the survey, we refer the reader to references above.
3. THE LOCAL Σ∗ − ΣSFR − Z RELATION
Early works (e.g., Edmunds & Pagel 1984; Vila-Costas
& Edmunds 1992) have already suggested that there ex-
ists a relationship between the local stellar surface den-
sity and the gas-phase metallicity. More recently, the
PINGS and CALIFA surveys have presented conclusive
evidence for such a relationship (Rosales-Ortega et al.
2012; Sa´nchez et al. 2013). In Barrera-Ballesteros et al.
(2016), we presented further evidence with the MaNGA
survey. Rosales-Ortega et al. (2012) and Sa´nchez et al.
(2013) further showed that, including the local SFR sur-
face density indicates that the three parameters together
form a tight relationship. Our objective is to revisit this
relation with a larger sample and then devise a local
chemical evolution model for its interpretation.
In the left panel of Figure 1, we show the Σ∗ − Z re-
lation (the same as in Figure 2 of Barrera-Ballesteros
et al. 2016). In addition, we divide the star-forming re-
gions into three subsamples with the highest, intermedi-
ate, and lowest SFR surface density and show their dis-
tributions in blue, green, and red contours, respectively.
We find that these three parameters, Σ∗, ΣSFR and Z,
form a tight correlation with each other. We therefore
confirm the findings by Rosales-Ortega et al. (2012) with
the PINGS survey (Rosales-Ortega et al. 2010), who used
luminosity surface density as a proxy for stellar surface
density and Hα equivalent width for specific SFR, and
also the recent results with the derived physical parame-
ters from the larger CALIFA survey (Sa´nchez et al. 2013).
The gas-phase metallicity is the ratio of the amount of
heavy elements (in our case, oxygen) to the total amount
of gas in the galaxy, i.e., Z = Σmetal/Σgas. Both metals
and stars are integrated products of the star-formation
history, while the SFR is closely correlated to the amount
of gas available, through the Kennicutt-Schmidt (K-S)
law (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998). The relations be-
tween the three parameters must therefore be closely re-
lated to the local star-formation history. In the next
section, we present a leaky-box model of the local star-
formation history and chemical evolution and show that
it can naturally explain our observation.
4. THE LOCAL LEAKY-BOX MODEL
We assume a disk galaxy grows inside out (e.g., Lar-
son 1976; Matteucci & Francois 1989; Governato et al.
2007; Pilkington et al. 2012; Gibson et al. 2013, among
others), and gas falls in onto the outskirts, collapses and
triggers star formation.7 In this scenario all processes
– star formation and metal production – are localized
within the same region except for the outflowing gas.
These assumptions enable us to construct a model of the
localized star formation history and chemical evolution,
which we describe in detail below.
If gas is accreted onto the galaxy with initial gas sur-
face density Σ0 ≡ Σgas(t0) at accretion time t0, we can
7 We note if we start with a disk of gas right from the beginning,
our analysis still applies.
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Fig. 2.— Radial dependence of the local Σ∗ − ΣSFR − Z relation. Left : Regions within reff . Right : Regions outside reff . The dashed
lines are the same as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3.— Mass dependence of the local Σ∗ − ΣSFR − Z relation. Left : Regions in host galaxies with M∗ < 1010 M. Right : Regions in
host galaxies with M∗ > 1010 M. The dashed lines are the same as in Fig. 1.
define a total surface density:
Σtot(t) = Σ∗(t) + Σgas(t) + Σout(t)
= Σtot(t0)
= Σ0 , (1)
where Σgas(t) and Σ∗(t) are the surface densities of gas
and long-lived stars at a given time t, respectively. For
convenience we have defined Σout(t) to represent the
would-be density of the expelled gas should it stay within
the same area, even though it can be anywhere in the
circum-/inter-galactic media. If there is no outflow (i.e.,
Σout = 0), we have a closed-box model. There has been
ample evidence showing that star-forming galaxies ex-
hibit ubiquitous outflows (e.g., Lynds & Sandage 1963;
Bland & Tully 1988; Heckman et al. 1990; Shapley et al.
2003; Rupke et al. 2005; Martin & Bouche´ 2009; Weiner
et al. 2009; Rubin et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2015, among oth-
ers). Outflows also help explain the large amount of met-
als found outside galaxies in the circum-/inter-galactic
media (e.g., Bergeron 1986; Steidel et al. 2010; Tumlin-
son et al. 2011; Stocke et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2013;
Werk et al. 2014; Bordoloi et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2014,
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among others). We here therefore assume a leaky-box
model.
Another assumption of our model is that the expelled
gas does not fall back onto the galaxy. Theoretical stud-
ies have suggested at least a fraction of the expelled gas
would be reaccreted (e.g., Oppenheimer et al. 2010;
Bower et al. 2012; Marasco et al. 2012; Brook et al. 2012;
Henriques et al. 2013; Christensen et al. 2016). If some
of the expelled gas falls right back onto the same re-
gion, its effect is equivalent to a smaller outflow rate and
our model still applies. If some of the expelled gas gets
mixed with gas outside and falls back in onto the out-
skirts, the formalism applies as well since the recycled
gas does not invalidate the locality. If a significant frac-
tion of the expelled gas is spread out and falls back over
the whole galaxy (e.g., as in the galaxy fountain model,
Marasco et al. 2012), it may have a non-negligible effect
on the chemical evolution. This last scenario is more
complicated than our simple model can yet address and
we leave it for future work.
With the assumptions above, the total surface density
defined above stays constant over the cosmic time (=
Σ0). This synthetic density, Σtot(t), includes the outflow-
ing gas, while the total density within the disk would only
include the gas and stars in the disk (Σ∗(t) + Σgas(t)).
The constancy of this density and the direct connection
between the amount of outflowing gas and the instanta-
neous SFR make it possible to derive a closed-form so-
lution of the full chemical evolution history, as described
below.
The SFR surface density is related to the gas surface
density through the K-S law:
ΣSFR ≡ 1
1−R
dΣ∗(t)
dt
= Σkgas(t) , (2)
where R is the ”return fraction”, i.e., the fraction of
the stellar mass formed that is assumed to be instan-
taneously returned to the gas from short-lived massive
stars, and  is the effective SF efficiency and k is the K-S
index. Note  is not unitless and its dimension depends
on k. Following convention, we express Σ∗ and Σgas in
unit of M pc−2, while ΣSFR in unit of M kpc−2. We
also expect there is a threshold below which SF cannot
continue, and we assume this threshold to be 10 M pc−2
(e.g., Skillman 1987; Schaye 2004; Leroy et al. 2008).
In global models, the outflow rate is usually assumed
to be proportional to the total SFR (e.g., Springel &
Hernquist 2003; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2008) and we
extend this assumption to our local model. The outflow
rate is related to the SFR through
dΣout(t)
dt
= ηΣSFR =
η
1−R
dΣ∗(t)
dt
, (3)
where η is the mass loading factor and we assume it is
constant (e.g., Springel & Hernquist 2003; Heckman et
al. 2015).
Combining the above equations gives the relation be-
tween gas consumption rate, SFR surface density, and
gas surface density:
dΣgas(t)
dt
=−(1 + η
1−R )
dΣ∗(t)
dt
(4)
=−(1−R+ η)Σkgas(t) , (5)
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Fig. 4.— The predicted evolutionary tracks of the local star for-
mation history as a function of Σ0 (in M pc−2). For each track,
time increases from left to right and from bottom to top, Σgas de-
creases with time, while Σ∗ and Z increase with time. Top: the
Σgas − Z relation. We have reversed the order of Σgas for display
purposes. Middle: the Σ∗−Z relation. Bottom: the Σ∗−Σgas−Z
relation, as given by Equation 10. All tracks with different Σ0
overlap for this relation. The black dashed line is the same as the
magenta dashed line in the right panel of Figure 1, showing the
range probed by the MaNGA survey, slightly shifted downwards
for clarity.
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from which we can solve for the full star-formation his-
tory, including Σgas(t), Σ∗(t), ΣSFR(t), Σout(t), mass-
weighted age of the stars, etc. In particular, assuming
k > 1, Σgas(t) is given by
Σ1−kgas (t) = Σ
1−k
0 − (1−R+ η)(1− k)(t− t0) . (6)
We can now derive the chemical evolution of this leaky-
box model. The metallicity (Z ≡ Σmetal/Σgas) growth
rate is given by
dZ(t)
dt
=
1
Σgas(t)
dΣmetal(t)
dt
− Σmetal(t)
Σ2gas(t)
dΣgas(t)
dt
=
1
Σgas(t)
(
dΣmetal(t)
dt
− Z(t)dΣgas(t)
dt
)
, (7)
where Σmetal is the surface density of metals in the gas.
If y is the total metal mass yield that a stellar population
releases into the ISM normalized by the mass locked up
in long-lived stars, the amount of new metals that stay
in the gas in the galaxy is given by the total yield minus
that locked in stars and expelled along with outflows:
dΣmetal(t)
dt
= y
dΣ∗(t)
dt
− Z(t)
(
dΣ∗(t)
dt
+
dΣout(t)
dt
)
=
(
y − Z(t)− Z(t) η
1−R
)
dΣ∗
dt
=
(
y − Z(t)− Z(t) η
1−R
)
×
−1
1 + η/(1−R)
dΣgas(t)
dt
. (8)
where we have assumed the metallicity in the outflowing
gas is the same as in the ISM at the time.
The metallicity growth rate is then given by
dZ(t)
dt
=
dΣgas(t)
Σgas(t)dt
(
y
1 + η/(1−R)
)
. (9)
Eliminating dt gives the dependence of the metallicity on
Σ0 and Σgas(t):
Z(t)− Z0 = y
1 + η/(1−R) log
Σ0
Σgas(t)
=
log(10)y
1 + η/(1−R) [log10 Σ0 − log10 Σgas(t)] .
(10)
We have thus derived the local version of the well-known
global leaky-box model of chemical evolution (e.g., Tins-
ley 1980), which has been used to study the global mass-
metallicity relation (e.g., Zahid et al. 2014; Belfiore et al.
2016). We assume Z0 is 0.1% of the solar value, though
as long as it is lower than 1% solar, it has no effect on
any of our conclusions.
Based on the assumptions of the model (Eq. 1 and
Eq. 3), we can also calculate Σ0 as
Σ0 = Σgas(t) +
(
1 +
η
1−R
)
Σ∗(t) , (11)
and the metallicity can now be fully determined if we
can observe Σ∗ and Σgas and if we know η and y. This
Σ∗−Σgas−Z relation is a fundamental relation predicted
by the local leaky-box model.
Now if we assume the K-S law (Eq. 2) holds and we can
measure ΣSFR, we can estimate the gas density Σgas(t)
with
Σgas(t) =
(
ΣSFR(t)

)1/k
. (12)
In principle, we can constrain the parameters (R, y, η,
, k) directly using the observation. The model, how-
ever, is non-linear and the parameters are degenerate
with each other. For example, the yield y and the loading
factor η are degenerate in the amplitude, thus a closed-
box model (with η = 0) with high yield can also fit the
data well. A robust modeling therefore requires careful
treatments of the completeness (as a function of the ob-
servables). In this first work, we choose to investigate
the relation using a fiducial model with values calibrated
from the literature. In particular, we first fix the return
fraction R to be 0.3 for a Salpeter IMF (e.g., Tinsley
1980; Madau & Dickinson 2014). We use  = 0.0004 and
k = 2.2 for the K-S law in normal spiral galaxies (e.g.,
Misiriotis et al. 2006; Bigiel et al. 2008). The K-S law is
observed to be non-linear. For normal galaxies, the slope
is k ∼ 2.2 when total gas surface density is considered,
and is smaller (k ∼ 1.2) if only molecular gas density is
included (e.g., Wong & Blitz 2002; Boissier et al. 2003;
Luna et al. 2006). For star-burst galaxies, the K-S law is
shallower (e.g., Bigiel et al. 2008). As we are interested
in the total gas density for typical star-forming galaxies,
we here adopt a linear K-S relation with k = 2.2 and
take the amplitude from Bigiel et al. (2008). For the
mass loading factor η, we set it to be 1, a choice consis-
tent with suggestions by past studies (e.g., Martin 1999;
Veilleux et al. 2005; Schaye et al. 2010; Heckman et al.
2015). The right panel of Figure 1 shows the observed
relation with these choices.
Fixing these three values ( = 0.0004, k = 2.2 and
η = 1), we fit the normalization for the metal yield
and obtain y ∼ 0.003. This yield is for oxygen (16O),
and the total metal yield is larger by about a factor of
two, ytotal ∼ 0.006. The values above are for a Salpeter
IMF. For a Chabrier or Kroupa IMF (Chabrier 2003;
Kroupa 2001), the oxygen and total metal yield would
be about 0.0045 and 0.009, respectively. We plot this
best-fit relation with the dashed line. We find it re-
markable that, with these canonical values, we obtain
a tight Σ∗ − Σgas/ΣSFR − Z relation, and the fiducial
model matches the observation very well. Our best-fit
metal yield is at the lower end of the theoretical esti-
mates (e.g., Henry et al. 2000; Kobayashi et al. 2006;
Zahid et al. 2012; Vincenzo et al. 2016). As it is degen-
erate with the mass loading factor (η), if we choose a
larger η, we will get a larger yield.
To take a further look at this local relation, we sep-
arate the parent spaxel samples by their galactocentric
distance and the stellar mass of their host galaxy. In Fig-
ure 2, we plot the local relation for star-forming regions
outside (left) and within (right) the effective radius. In
Figure 3, we show the relation for low-mass (left) and
high-mass (right) galaxies. The dash lines in all panels
are the same as in Figure 1. We show the best-fit local re-
lation fits well the data of all the subsamples. We observe
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a weak dependence of the relation on the galactocentric
distance and stellar mass: regions at larger radius and
in more massive galaxies tend to be distributed above
the best-fit relation with higher metallicity. We suspect
that this weak dependence may be caused by some of
the simple assumptions we made in the model: constant
yield and mass loading factor, no recycled gas and met-
als, and no radial mixing. We leave detailed investigation
for future work.
As similar in the global leaky-box model, given an ini-
tial gas surface density Σ0, the leaky-box model fully
describes the local star formation history and chemical
evolution. In Figure 4, we show for the fiducial model the
predicted evolutionary tracks of metallicity for different
Σ0 as a function of Σgas, Σ∗ and log10 Σ0/Σgas. Each line
shows that as time increases, the metallicity and stellar
surface density increase, while the gas surface density de-
creases. We show that the evolution of metallicity, stel-
lar and gas surface density, as well as their relations, are
strong functions of the initial gas surface density, while
the Σ∗−Σgas−Z relation (bottom) does not depend on
either time or Σ0 and is a fundamental relation predicted
by the local leaky-box model.
Since the local leaky-box model is fully determined by
the initial gas surface density Σ0, for any typical disk
galaxy, if we can determine the initial surface density at
the accretion time at any given radius, we can connect
the small-scale astrophysics with the large-scale cosmo-
logical context. We briefly discuss how to expand the
local model to a cosmological inside-out growth model in
the next section.
Some of the earlier works have presented similar ideas
of localized star formation history and chemical evolution
(e.g., Rosales-Ortega et al. 2012; Sa´nchez et al. 2013; Fu
et al. 2013; Ho et al. 2015; Carton et al. 2015; Kudritzki
et al. 2015). In particular, Ho et al. (2015) and Carton et
al. (2015) extended a global gas regulatory model (Lilly
et al. 2013) by ignoring radial mass transfer, which is also
an assumption of our model, and showed that it could re-
produce the radial metallicity profile for a large fraction
of disk galaxies in their samples. They used global pa-
rameters (total stellar mass, total SFR) except for the
metallicity in their models to reconstruct the observed
density/metallicity gradient from resolved IFU observa-
tions. Although they did not provide a formalism for
the localized star-formation history as we did, they pre-
sented new ideas to connect the global properties of the
galaxy with the local ones. The model we suggest be-
low outlines a way to integrate these ideas presented in
their pioneering works and our local leaky-box model to
build a typical disk galaxy analytically in the cosmolog-
ical context.
5. THE COSMOLOGICAL INSIDE-OUT GROWTH MODEL
Suppose the dark matter accretion rate of a given dark
matter halo (with mass MDM) at a given time (t) is
M˙DM ≡ dMDM(t)
dt
= M˙DM(MDM, t) , (13)
which is a function of MDM and t and can be calibrated
from simulations (e.g., Wechsler et al. 2002; Correa et
al. 2015), the gas accretion rate (onto the galaxy) is then
given by
M˙gas(t) ≡ dMgas(t)
dt
= λ fb M˙DM(MDM, t) , (14)
where fb is the cosmic ratio of baryon mass to dark mat-
ter and λ is the fraction of baryons that fall all the way
in onto the galaxy.
We assume the newly-accreted gas only stays on the
outskirts and the galaxy grows from inside out. In this
case the gas accretion rate is naturally connected to the
size growth of the galaxy R˙(t) and the initial surface
density at the galaxy-size radius at the accretion time
Σ0(R):
M˙gas(t) =nh(R) 2piR(t)
dR
dt
(15)
= Σ0(R) 2piR(t) R˙ , (16)
where n is the volume density when gas starts to form
stars and must be closely connected to the SF density
threshold for giant molecular clouds, R(t) is the galaxy
size at t, h(R) is the initial scale height at R, and Σ0(R)
is the initial total surface density at R.
If we can calibrate M˙gas(t) with simulations, we can
infer the radial profile of the initial density Σ0(R) from
the size growth of the galaxy R˙, and vice versa. In par-
ticular, if we know the size R(t) and its growth rate R˙(t)
of a typical disk galaxy (e.g., van Dokkum et al. 2013;
van der Wel et al. 2014), by applying the local leaky-box
model, we can fully derive the radial profiles of Σgas(r, t),
Σ∗(r, t), ΣSFR(r, t), Z(r, t), and mass-weighted stellar age
〈t∗〉 (r, t), where r < R(t). IFU surveys such as CALIFA
and MaNGA have started to obtain these radial pro-
files for a large sample of disk galaxies (e.g., Sa´nchez
et al. 2013; Pe´rez et al. 2013). Galactic surveys, such as
RAVE (Steinmetz et al. 2006) and APOGEE (Majew-
ski et al. 2015), have also started to provide chemical
gradient measurements of Galactic stars (e.g., Boeche
et al. 2013; Hayden et al. 2014; Ness et al. 2016), lend-
ing support to an inside-out growth scenario for our own
Milky Way. We can also compare the relations among the
above parameters and their dependence on global prop-
erties should we observe a large sample of systems, such
as the stellar mass/SFR (in-)dependence of the Σ∗ − Z
relation observed in our previous paper (e.g., Barrera-
Ballesteros et al. 2016) and the relation between global
stellar mass, SFR, and central-region metallicity (e.g.,
Mannucci et al. 2010; Lara-Lo´pez et al. 2010; Sa´nchez et
al. 2013; Salim et al. 2014, 2015; Bothwell et al. 2016).
We therefore expect a full semi-analytical model can be
compared with observations directly, not only for global
properties as previous-generation models, but also for
local and structural properties revealed by IFU spectro-
scopic and deep high-spatial resolution imaging surveys.
We leave the full modeling for future work.
6. CONCLUSIONS
With the most recent data from the MaNGA survey,
we have confirmed a tight relation between the stellar
surface density, gas surface density, and gas-phase metal-
licity. We introduced a new local leaky-box model, in
which star formation and metal production are localized
within the same region except for the outflowing gas.
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With this model we derived closed-form solutions for the
evolution of stellar surface density, gas surface density,
and gas-phase metallicity, and showed that they follow a
tight relation regardless of initial gas density and time.
We further demonstrated that, with canonical values for
the model parameters, the closed-form relation predicted
by the model matches the observed one well. Our local
leaky-box model therefore provided a natural explana-
tion for the relationship between local parameters by the
recent IFU observations and suggested a new look at the
evolution of typical disk galaxies like our own Milky Way.
We briefly introduced how to build a cosmological semi-
analytical inside-out growth model that can take into
account of the small-scale astrophysics by including the
localized star formation history.
We can further refine and improve the local leaky-box
model. For example, if we can observe the gas den-
sity (e.g., , as in the DiskMass Survey, Martinsson et al.
2013), then we can investigate the local relation directly
without the assumption of the Kennicutt-Schmidt law.
The current local leaky-box model also neglects several
possible effects. We have assumed the parameters (,
k, η, y) are all constant. In reality, the K-S index de-
pends on Σgas (e.g., Bigiel et al. 2008), and the mass
loading factor must also depend on ΣSFR (Heckman et
al. 2015) and also the local and/or global gravitational
potential. It is believed that radial migration of stars
and gas happens on some level (e.g., Haywood 2008),
though it is yet unclear how important it is in the gen-
eral evolution of disk galaxies. The expelled gas can also
be recycled back to the galaxy (e.g., Oppenheimer et al.
2010; Christensen et al. 2016). Mergers can also affect
the distribution of metals (e.g., Rupke et al. 2010). In
addition, the model we described does not address the
formation and evolution of bulges and bars at the cen-
ter. It is also a statistical model and neglects structures
such as spiral arms. We expect these open issues to be
the focuses of future investigations.
On a larger scale, the outflow component can be con-
nected to quenching due to stellar/supernova feedback.
The cosmological inside-out growth model with the local-
ized star formation history is a natural next step of the
gas regulatory model used for global evolution of galax-
ies (e.g., Bouche´ et al. 2010; Lilly et al. 2013). Instead
of adding more gas to the total gas reservoir, the inside-
out growth model simplifies the physical treatments as
it adds new gas to the outskirts without interfering with
the (local) reservoir on the inside.
The MaNGA survey is continuing its operation and
will provide us with six times more data by the end of
the survey. With such a large dataset, we will be able to
investigate not only the local properties with IFU data
themselves, but also the correlations between them and
global properties and large-scale structures. Together
with the rapid development of high-resolution hydrody-
namical simulations and new analytical models as the
one described in this paper, we are entering a new era of
galaxy formation and evolution where we can now con-
nect directly small-scale astrophysics with the cosmolog-
ical context in both observation and theory.
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